
Schematc View of the “2nd Temple” 
 

 
MONDAY OF HOLY WEEK 

 
Only Mark notes that Jesus entered the Temple on Palm Sunday:  Mark 11: 11, Then Jesus entered Jerusalem and went to the 
temple. And after looking around at everything, he went out to Bethany with the twelve since it was already late.  He scoped 
it out. 



There are many guesses at what the Temple really looked like, but this approximation gives us a pretty good idea of its scope.  The 
length is about the size of 6 soccer fields – so the Court of the Gentiles is the largest portion of the complex.  In my imagination there 
were probably many sellers of sacrificial animals and several places where pilgrims could exchange their homeland money for 
Temple coins:  the only money accepted by Temple authorities.  Jesus’ actions happened in a crowed area, probably causing a small 
disturbance, maybe escaping the notice of the authorities. 
 
Notice the graduation of allowable space: 

1. The Court of the Gentiles – a space for anyone 
2. The Court of the Women – a space where any Jewess is allowed 
3. The Court of Israel – a space where only Jewish men could enter 
4. The Holy Place – a space that was reserved for the priests 
5. The Holy of Holies – a space where only the High Priest could enter – and then only on Yom Kappur  A rope was tied to the 

High Priest so that he could be retrieved if anything happened to him. 
 
The Astonia Fortress (in the upper right corner) was the headquarters, a garrison, for the Roman authorities 
. 
 
During the holidays, the entire complex would be filled with Jews, worshipping Gentiles, and tourists.  Normally the population of 
Jerusalem was 80,000 to 100,000 but on holidays the number of people in the city swelled to about 3 million.  For that reason alone, 
the Romans needed a significant presence – just to keep the peace, to guarantee order.  So the Court of the Gentiles would be jam-
packed with people. 
 
Clearly, the actions of Jesus did not, could not “cleanse” the entire Temple.  Too much space, too many people. 


